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Amberlight is an interesting piece of software that can provide you with the proper tools to create original art using digital filters and particles, creating visual effects similar to solar plasma emissions or magnetic fields, but in a variety of colors. Visually appealing and organized GUI The program has an appealing user-interface, displaying all the commands and functions in side-panels, for ease of access, while the numerous buttons and sliders
enable you to adjust the intensity of the used filters. Amberlight lets you open an existing image that you want to further work with, yet have the option of starting from scratch, by setting the preferred canvas size, the playback speed, the background color and the DPI value. Subsequently, you can use the 'Scene' panel to zoom in or out (you can also do this with your mouse scroll) and adjust the number of 'Fields' from the assigned slider. By
pressing the 'Edit' button, a series of adjustable circles will appear on your canvas, allowing you to resize them however you please, if you drag their central points towards the inside or outside, or adjust modifiers. You can change their position, which in turn will generate different effects, by pressing the point in the center of the field, but you can also use the 'Random' button if you are willing to leave their size and location to chance. From the
'Contrast Curve' section, you can adjust the 'Base', 'Peak', 'Limit' and 'Opacity' levels, while the 'Filter' enables you to activate or deactivate the 'Tint' color and the 'Glow'. From the 'Palette' panel, you can customize the 'Hue', 'Saturation' and 'Lightness', as well as choose a preferred 'Gradient'. Additionally, Amberlight allows layer blending and comes with an integrated timeline panel that can help you gain control over the animation playback and
keyframes. Amberlight Description: Amberlight is an interesting piece of software that can provide you with the proper tools to create original art using digital filters and particles, creating visual effects similar to solar plasma emissions or magnetic fields, but in a variety of colors. Visually appealing and organized GUI The program has an appealing user-interface, displaying all the commands and functions in side-panels, for ease of access, while
the numerous buttons and sliders enable you to adjust the intensity of the used filters.
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Size: 2.39 MB (25,835,326 bytes) Compatibility: Windows 32-bit and 64-bit Os: Windows XP/7/8/10 Amberlight is a completely non-invasive software designed to deliver breathtaking visual art effects to your images, and is one of the best ways to add texture to your photos. The application is targeted to introduce new visual enhancements to your images using the help of various filters and their modifiers. Amberlight is very easy to use: no
matter what level you are at, you can create your own art with the help of the application’s filters and modifiers and have a much higher degree of freedom than you can expect from other methods of image modification. The application is not intrusive and does not leave any unnecessary bottlenecks in your workflow. As a result, you can enjoy and create art you’d never have thought possible without spending weeks, if not months, on image
editing; something simply not possible with the majority of other graphic editing programs. The application comes with a multitude of filters and modifiers and with the help of the many options provided, you can create a multitude of visual effects ranging from graphic patterns to an ionized air. There is also an option to create a layered image effect, whereby you can create patterns, which can add a great depth to your images and provide a nice
result in addition to other effects. There are 2 preset patterns, numerous filters and a staggering collection of modifiers and enhancements, which you can edit to your liking. Customization can be quite impressive, and with the help of several easy to understand features, you can change the way a selected filter or modifier is applied. Note that some filters, as mentioned, are not user-friendly, which can be annoying, but do not allow you to create
an image of the quality you’d like to. Furthermore, you can use the timeline panel to control the order of displayed effects and the number of layers in your image. Amberlight is a great and creative photo editing app that can help you create an entirely new image every time you use it. It is one of the most useful applications available for this purpose, as it offers a large variety of filters and enhancements, in addition to a collection of amazing
presets. Amberlight Key Features: - Adds different effects to your photos with ease. - Lots of presets included; you’ll surely find some that you’d love 09e8f5149f
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Amberlight is a 3D Art Tools for PC & Mac, free edition, with a powerful GPU filter, unique editor for generating noise patterns for 3D and 2D projects, Powerful focus-assist tool and a lot of tools and effects for digital art creation.Amberlight is a powerful tool for 3D projects, because of its ability to overlay objects and add soft shadows and reflection to them, including useful features such as proper depth of field and adjustable bokeh, and
many more. It is a unique application that can assist you with designs from start to finish, as a complete toolset for 3D content creation. As the name implies, Amberlight is a GPU filter, which enables you to edit complex projects and animate objects. With Amberlight, it has never been easier to bring your 3D projects to life, using the means available on the PC. With the GPU filter, it is possible to create particles, realistic-looking effects and
elements, and add or move objects at runtime, as well as easily create new animations using the timeline. It is also a great tool for 2D projects, thanks to the variety of adjustable elements it has to offer. It is a powerful tool, perfect for various artistic purposes, and it can also be used for video editing and other work. With Amberlight, you can easily paint any 3D scene using a number of powerful adjustment tools, including 'Pastel Color' and 'Clay
Color', which enable you to add the necessary elements to the scene, choosing a color for them that corresponds to the one you see on the screen and using the 'Pen Tool' to manually paint them on your project. Amberlight also comes with a new powerful focus-assist tool, which allows you to set a preferred focus point, reducing the risk of eyes tearing, and the 'Focus Shift' adjustment feature, which enables you to move it over any point of the
image you want to edit, as well as quickly select an object in that area. In addition, you can use 'UV Unwrap' to quickly wrap areas of the image that you wish to modify in UV space, use the 'UV Up' and 'UV Down' tools to easily manipulate the UV values, and use the 'UV Button' and the 'Mouse Wheel' to control these values. An integrated section of the 'Brush' panel can be used to add layer blending in your project, enabling you to choose one
of two background patterns, choosing between a new one

What's New In?
Amberlight is a creative tool that enables you to create your own visual effects using a variety of colors and filters. Made from scratch, Amberlight provides a highly intuitive interface and is user-friendly, facilitating anyone who isn't a specialist to easily create stunning images. On top of that, Amberlight incorporates a wide range of filters, which enable you to create visually appealing pictures that can be shared on any social media, while the
built-in timeline panel makes it possible to play back and adjust the speed of your creations. The free-form timeline can be useful for creating an online art gallery, as you can set your keyframes and vary the playback speed and/or slide to create creative art. Amberlight Key Features: • Create astonishing pictures using particles, color gradients and shadows • Add awesome visual effects • High-quality filters, including blended particles and
glowing lines • Blend layers to create the perfect effect • Colorist tool to make anything look fantastic • Start from scratch or edit your existing material • Save your project to your local machine • Optimized for all the major operating systems PixaStudio is a powerful software tool, provided by Hyperionics, which allows users to create stunning collages, posters and more from their digital photos and videos. PixaStudio can import photos from
camera roll and shared folders, copy images and videos into the system, create collages and posters, add text and make other digital creations. PixaStudio interface is designed in a minimalist style and is highly intuitive. It is fully integrated into the Photos application and can function as a standalone application as well. PixaStudio also offers powerful features, such as: • Installing from the App Store or Google Play Store (for Android) • Adding
pics from Instagram, Facebook and Twitter • Quickly search and add movies and music • Combine photos, music and other media • Add text to any area of a photo • Add images, text, music and videos to collages and posters • Add borders, text and colors • Specially designed collage templates • Share and save your collage to Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and other social networks • High resolution collages of 1000 pixels in height and width •
Supports collage projects of up to 60 images, videos and images • Create amazing posters with your photos and videos • Create collages and posters based on your photos and videos •
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